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ABSTRACT
We describe new N -extended 2D supergravities on a (p + 1)-
dimensional (bosonic) space. The fundamental objects are mov-
ing frame densities that equip each (p+1)-dimensional point with
a 2D \tangent space". The theory is presented in a [p+1; 2] super-
space. For the special case of p = 1 we recover the 2D supergrav-
ities in an unusual form. The formalism has been developed with





Dieomorphism invariant models where the \gravity" elds e ma may be non-
invertible moving frames arise in several dierent contexts. One example
is the Chern-Simons description of 3D gravity discussed by Witten [1] and
others [2]. In this paper we are concerned with the case when e ma relate
the (p + 1)-dimensional space-time manifold coordinatized by m to a lower
d-dimensional \tangent space". Such a situation arises in the description of
the tensionless, T ! 0 limit of the fundamental bosonic [3], supersymmetric
[4], and spinning string [5]. It has also been discussed more recently in the
context of a strong coupling limit of D-branes [6].
The T ! 0 limit of the spinning string has been given a superspace
description in terms of a \null" superspace [7] where a 2D supergravity based
on non-invertible e ma ’s is introduced. This corresponds to p = 1 and d = 1
above. For the limit of D-branes the relevant bosonic dimensions are p + 1
and d = 2, and it is this case which shall concern us below.
Using the bosonic description in [6] as our starting point, we construct
superspace supergravities based on a superspace with p + 1 bosonic and
2N fermionic coordinates3. The basic elds transform as densities and the
space-time eld content of the superelds is reduced via constraints. These
constraints take a form which is unfamiliar from the usual 2D supergravity
point of view, but one which generalizes that used in [7]. Following standard
superspace supergravity procedures, we use a Wess-Zumino gauge to display
the physical content of the model. In this gauge we solve the Bianchi iden-
tities and nd the component relations that determine the vector derivative
components in terms of the spinor derivative ones. The component trans-
formations are found from the superspace ones, both for the supergraity
elds and for scalar matter elds. Finally, as examples, we present -models
based on this supergravity for certain N . In fact, the requirements on the
Lagrangian limit the number of supersymmetries to N = 1; 2, if the full su-
3To discriminate between (p, q) superspace, (p left movers and q right movers), and our
superspace, we denote the latter by [p + 1, 2].
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perspace measure is used. Some of these models are expected to be relevant
for supersymmetrization of the models that describe the strong coupling limit
of D-branes.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 contains the basic denitions
of our supergravities. In Section 3 we present the component relations that
follow from solving the Bianchi identities and in Section 4 we derive the
transformations. The discussion is exhaustive for N = 1. For higher N
we give the lower components. Section 6 contains the -model actions in
superspace as well as in components, and Section 7 contains our conclusions.
We have collected some useful superspace relations used in our derivations
in an Appendix where we also explain our conventions.
2 Basics
In this section we dene the new [p+1; 2] superspace supergravity. It should
be compared to the standard N = 1, 2D superspace supergravity as described
in, e.g., [8] or [9], and to [10, 11] for higher N .
The fundamental supergravity objects are
ri = E mi @m + E j+i @j+ + E j−i @j− + !iM
 E Mi @M + !iM; (1)
where m, m = 0; : : : ; p are bosonic coordinates, i, i = 1; : : : ; N are
fermionic coordinates, @m  @=@m, @i  @=@i, M is the 2D Lorentz
generator and M 2 fm; i+; i−g. Occasionally we will also use the \tangent
space" indices A 2 f++;=; i+; i−g. The operators in (1) obey the constraints
fri+;rj−g+ Γ(i+rj−) = ijRM;

















and integration by parts leads to the relations
(1−N) (riΓj +rjΓi) = iij
(




ri+Γj− +rj−Γi+ = 0: (4)














1   ri
)
: (5)
All elds are superelds and depend m; i+ and i−. The ’s transform
as (weight −1
4
) densities under  dieomorphisms. Dieomorphisms, (m),
Supersymmetry, (i) and Lorentz, (), transformations are coded into the
supereld K dened by
K  @mm + i+@i+ + i−@i− + M; (6)
and the transformations of the derivatives in (1) are given by
















(1   K)  @mm − @i+i+ − @i−i−: (9)





respectively. For N = 2 we have to constrain the transformations to be
supervolume preserving, i.e. (1   K) = 0. The relations (2),(7) and (8) were
4One is inclined to call the corresponding terms in (2) torsion terms, but the density
character of the r’s makes “connections” more appropriate.
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found by allowing arbitrary coecients for the density terms, and matching
the resulting component expressions to the bosonic case. Finally we mention
that the Γ’s could be absorbed into fully covariant derivatives that feel the
density character of the objects they act on. We do that for N = 2 in Section
5.
3 Components
In this section we nd the full component content of the N = 1 theory and
the rst few components for higher N .
To display the physical content of the theory it is convenient to work in
a Wess-Zumino (WZ) gauge which we dene as follows:
riαj = @iα;
[riα;rjβ] j+ Γiαrjβj − Γjβriαj = 0; ;  2 f+;−g; (10)
where j denotes \the -independent part of".
We dene components by projection and use the same notation for the
















R  Rj; i  riRj: (11)






























Using (12) and additional relations that follow from (2) and (10) in conjunc-
tion with the Bianchi identities we obtain relations for the components (in
WZ-gauge). The lowest components of the vector derivative are determined
in terms of the spinor components:
@iE lj j = iij+
=
l − Γijlj ;
4
@iE lj j = iij+
=
l;
@iE lj j = 0;
@iE lj j = −Γijlj ;
@iE
m









@i!jj = 12ijR; (13)
where
Γij =  i2 1(2−N)ij+=
j: (14)









































































































































The level 2 spinor derivative components cannot all be determined for N >
1. For N = 1 we nd:
@+@−E  j = 14 −=  +++ − 12 −++  += ;
5In spite of their seemingly divergent character for N = 2, these relations are applicable
for that case too, provided one sets χ +++ = χ
−
= = 0, see below.
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Using this result and the equations (13) gives the level  relations for Γ,












@Γj = 14R 14 −=  +++  12 −++  += : (17)
The relations (15) and (16) were determined using the lowest dimension
Bianchi identities. Applying the Bianchi identity to [r++;r=] for N = 1










and an expression for the 2 component of R,
1
4
@+@−Rj = −12em[++@m!=] + !++!= + Γ[−+]: (19)
Note that  is an independent eld. For higher N the constraint (18) is
still valid but new relations for the higher components of R are found. In
particular, i is not independent for N > 1.
The 2 components of the vector derivative can be related to lower ones
using (2),(13) and (16). For N = 1 these are all the components. For higher
N , the constraints lead to additional relations between higher  components,
which we omit.
We shall also need the rst few components of a scalar supereld X (in
WZ-gauge),
X  Xj; Ψi  @iXj;
Fij  @i@jXj; Fij  @i@jXj: (20)
Note that the density character of  leads to Ψ and F being densities.
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4 Transformations
In this section we present the transformations of the component elds in
WZ-gauge. To stay in this gauge the transformation supereld K must
full
0 = rij = [ri; K]j+ 12(N−2) (1 
 
K)rij: (21)
This constrains the various transformation parameters in (6), and leads to
the following component relations for K:(




(2−N)@mm + i(N − 1)
(










ii− i−= − ii+ i+++   + 12@mm
)
@: (22)
In particular, for N = 2, where (1   K) = 0, we nd  +++ =  −= = 0.
Under (p+1)-dimensional dieomorphisms the components transform as
specied by their density weights, and under Lorentz transformations ac-
cording to their Lorentz charge. The local supersymmetry transformations
of the supergravity elds are found from (8) using (22), (A.1), (A.2) and the





























































































































R = −i+i+ − i−i−; (23)
For completeness, we also present the covariant versions


























































R = −; (24)
where










with !a = e
m
a !m the full spin-connection,
including torsion, and Γ
p
m n the (p+1)-dimensional connection. To obtain
the supercovariant form of the iαa transformation in (24) we have employed
a generalized metricity condition on e ma ,
rme ma = @me ma + Γnn me ma − 12Γnm ne ma + !mMe ma = 0; (26)
which for p = 1 is equivalent to the ordinary condition r[me an] = 0.
The matter eld transformations are
X = −i+Ψi+ − i−Ψi−;
Ψi = ii@+
=
































Ψiα − jβFβj,αi: (28)
We will not need F in general. For N = 1 it is
F = −i−@=Ψ+ − i+@++Ψ− − +Ψ+ − −Ψ− − lm@mX
= iγm@mΨ− Ψ− lm@mX; (29)
where   @+@−j and lm  @+@−mj.




In this section we discuss actions coupling the supergravity to matter elds.
Since the full superspace measure has weight N=2, a Lagrangian has to have
weight 1−N=2. For N > 2 this becomes negative which cannot be achieved
using a weight 0 scalar eld and the available operators (which have postive
weight). In this case one has to resort to integration over invariant subspaces,
using techniques described in , e.g., [12]. We will not treat those cases, and
hence the discussion below is restricted to N = 1; 2.
A general locally supersymmetric action for N = 1 is
S =
∫
dp+1d2L (X;rX) : (30)












r−r+ − i2 −= r+
)
Lj (31)




where ;  = 1; : : : ; D and Eµν  Gµν +Bµν is the sum of the D-dimensional







@++X  @=X + 2 += @++X Ψ+ + 2 −++ @=X Ψ−













a be ma e
n
b @mX  @nX + 2aγmγaΨ  @mX







6For simplicity we set Eµν = ηµν . A non trivial E will give rise to target space curvature,
connection and torsion terms of the usual σ-model type.
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+Fαβ  Fαβ − a bAm@n(e ma e nb )
}
: (33)





b ) = 0 from (18) using a Lagrange multiplier Am
7. The last term
is invariant under local supersymmetry provided that Am transforms as a
singlet. To see the invariance of the action under dieomorphisms, note that
the only eld that is not a density is X.
For N = 2 it is convenient to work with complex objects. We dene
r  r1 + ir2; Γ  Γ1 + iΓ2;















Since for N = 2 the superdieomorphisms are restricted to be super-volume




 = 0. In fact this may be
viewed as a superconformal gauge choice utilizing the transformations
+
=
 = ; (36)
where  is a complex spinor parameter. To stay in this gauge we must
require that the supersymmetry transformations of +
=
 be accompanied by
compensating superconformal transformation (36).
We also introduce \hatted" derivatives




− 2w(1  r +
=
) (37)
where w is the density weight of the object r^ is acting on. The constraint
algebra then simplies to that of ordinary N = 2 supergravity in 2D [10, 11].
Covariantly (anti-)chiral superelds () are dened by
r^  = ^r = 0: (38)
7This form of the action is a direct supersymmetrization of the strong coupling limit
of the Born-Infeld action, as described in [13].
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The (hatted covariant) components of the chiral multiplet are dened by
j = ’; r^j =  ; r^+r^−j = F;
j = ’; ^r j =  ; ^r+ ^r− j = F :
(39)
The (anti)chiral measure is d2Lchir = ^r+ ^r−Lchirj. For a general Lagrangian











where the coecient Y is determined below.










 +@= + −  −@++ − − @=  + + + @++  − −
)
+  −++  −@= ’+ 
+
=  +@++ ’+ 
−
++














F F − Am@n(e m[++e n=])
}
(41)
where we again have incorporated the constraint (18) that follows by match-
ing the @a coeents in (A.4). Furthermore, in contrast to N = 1, matching






















r^+ ^r−Rj − 14 ^r+r^−Rj − 12R2
= 2e
m




= R−  +=  −++ R (43)
Following [14] we have determined the coecient Y ,




by requiring the terms in the component action (41) containing auxiliary
elds, F , F , to be symmetric in barred and unbarred quantities.




+ + − 12− −;






   12F;
F = −i−@= + − i+@++ − − 12+ + − 12− − − lm@m’; (45)
and
 ’ = −1
2
+  + − 12−  −;






    12 F ;
 F = −i−@=  + − i+@++  − − 12+  + − 12−  − − lm@m ’; (46)
where  = 1 + i

2 , 
α = @+ @−αj and lm = @+@−mj.
A more general N = 2 action is∫
dp+1d4K(; ): (47)
Here the target space geometry is determined by a single potential function
K leading to a restricted Ka¨hler geometry. As is most easily seen from
an analysis of the bosonic content of (32), (33), (41) and (47), the non-
degenerate case p = 1 leads to the usual 2D supergravity-matter couplings.
The relation is via eld-redenitions that reintroduce the determinant of the
zweibein.
6 Discussion
We have presented [p + 1; 2] supergravities for N 2 f1; 2g. As mentioned,
we could allow for a larger range of N , but then the actions have to be
constructed as integrals over invariant subspaces. We may likewise extend
the treatment to N = (p; q) supergravities. The most direct example leads
to a straightforward generalization of the (p; 0) supergravities of [15, 16].
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In the previous Section we mentioned that for p = 1 we recover the
standard 2D supergravities via eld redenitions. We thus have a novel de-
scription of those theories. This description may sometimes be advantageous,
e.g., when discussing the measure in N = 2.
We nd the supergravities presented intrinsically interesting as examples
of non-standard geometries, but they were developed with one particular
application in mind. The T ! 0 limit of the Born-Infeld action corresponds
to D-branes at very large values of the fundamental string coupling. As
shown in [6], the D-brane world volume becomes foliated by string world
sheets in this limit. Since the discussion in [6] is purely bosonic and the
fundamental string is supersymmetric, we wanted to conrm this parton
picture by supersymmetrizing the model. This is presented in [13], based on
the results reported on here.
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Appendix
In this Appendix we collect some useful relations that were used in the deriva-
tion of the component relations in the text. It also contains our conventions.
The following (WZ-gauge) relations are needed in evaluating the compo-
















rirjj =  i2(2−N)+=






















j−rj−rij  12!+=@i: (A.2)




























































Spinors in a (p + 1)-dimensional space-time with non-invertible moving
frames e ma of rank d, a = 0; : : : ; d − 1; m = 0; : : : ; p are introduced by pre-
scribing the Cliord algebra
fγa; γbg = 2a b ) fγm; γng = 2gmnd  e ma e mb a b; (A.5)
where γm  e ma γa and a b = (−1; 1). For our case, d = 2, we use a real
representation for the gamma matrices, (γa)
β
α = (i
2; 1) and (γ5) βα = (
3).
The spinor indices are raised and lowered by Cαβ = C
αβ = i2, according to
14
α = Cαββ and α = 
βCβα. Since the 2D Lorentz group is SO(1; 1), which
has only 1-dimensional representations, it is convenient to work in a basis of
helicity eigenstates. Then a spinor index  takes the values f+;−g (helicity
1
2
), and a (tangent) vector index a takes the values f++;=g (helicity 1)
and are equivalent to light-cone components: (vaγa), = v+
=
. The Lorentz
generator M act on spinors and vectors as
[M;] = 12; [M; v+= ] = v+= : (A.6)
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